brass razoo provides content creation services that
target the Enterprise technology marketplace.
We identify your audience and create content that
helps you build a business case, articulate your value
proposition and add prestige to your brand.

We create content that’s focussed on informing and
persuading decision makers and influencers about
the merits of your services and skills.

brass razoo collaborates with you to highlight your
market leadership, technology enablement skills and
success stories. We work on unique assignments, or
for a monthly retainer, we can keep your content
messaging relevant.

Assembling a collection of superlatives to describe
your product or service fails to resonate with today’s
sophisticated technology buyers. Decision makers
care little for game-changers or paradigm shifts.
Your communication goal is to build a well-reasoned
business case that justifies stakeholder investment.
It’s that simple!

Our rates are competitive and we get results.
Review your to-do list and outsource some of those
“starting soon” or “when-we-get-around-to-it” tasks
to brass razoo. We complete our projects. We will
deliver a good outcome that pleases all stakeholders.

Gaining empathy with your audience requires
insights about the daily challenges they face and the
competitive market pressures they encounter.
Researching industries and markets is critical if your
goal is delivering timely content that speaks to your
readers. We can assist you build a better proposition
that helps improve your bottom line profitability.

It’s a certainty that you have just seconds to grab
your prospect’s attention. Understanding and
tailoring content to meet your readers’ requirements
is vital if you want to establish rapport, build trust
and engage more intimately with your audience.

Crafting a document that’s actually read requires
creating content that caters for the needs of the
casual browser as well as the fastidious inquisitor.
Documents must be structured to inform and
influence your audience, support your objectives and
deliver the outcomes you demand.

brass razoo draws upon real-world experience
amassed from more than two decades serving in
Enterprise IT sales and marketing roles. Forget the
hype and bluster. brass razoo’s goal is to create content that justifies your marketing investment and
succinctly articulates your messaging goals. We
provide documentation that supports your assertions
and helps to build a rock solid business justification.
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Don’t describe your capabilities and experience but document them for a prospective
customer to review. Remember that you can captivate a worldwide audience by publishing
your achievements and success stories on your website. There is always a broad readership
for a compelling case study. Tell yours.

When the complexity of your offering requires a more detailed narrative, a white paper or
commentary piece may help you reach a higher calibre audience. A White Paper will
enhance your market credibility and offers prospective
readers a document that provides granular analysis,
critical reasoning and a high-level value proposition.

Technology based businesses are in a constant state of
flux. Emerging innovation and evolving markets
demand that IT providers re-invent themselves and
adapt to changing market conditions. Keeping your
messaging current and relevant is an onerous burden
that must not be overlooked. We understand Enterprise IT and can talk to your audience as
a subject matter expert, not a generalist whose understanding of your markets is stilted.
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Case studies, changes to your industry or events that feature in the news provide a rich vein of
content ideally suited to content creation for your website or the trade press. If changes to the
status quo affect your client’s business, then you should share your opinions and assert your market
leadership. Brass Razoo can help you by encapsulating your ideas in an initial draft. We will then
collaborate to ensure your opinions are known, enabling you to contribute and influence industry
debate and policy.

Refreshing website content regularly is a challenge for organisations of all sizes.
We can help by providing scheduled content updates that reflect your market
strengths and the interests of your target clientele. By budgeting for content your
content will remain fresh and accurately track market changes.

Website’s often fail to maximise their potential returns for one
simple reason. Website upkeep is hard work and maintaining the
freshness of messaging is a full-time job in the fast changing IT
market. The most important role for your website is to reward
visitors by providing relevant and informative content that entices
them to return regularly. We can build a new Drupal CMS
website framework that includes all content.

Often the best sales tools are fact based and present your expertise and experience in a succinct and clearly articulated format.
Define your value proposition and outline your
capabilities in a brief, easy to read format. Don’t
forget your commitment to sustainability, social
responsibility and how your advocacy influences
others. The experience and competencies of your
staff enhances the prestige of your brand. Allocate
resources towards creating profiles that instil
confidence in prospective clients and business
partners.

Modern digital sales brochures should provide a brief synopsis
that directs the reader to your website for more detailed information. Collateral should be easy to
read and written with your audience in mind. Using bullet points to improve readability helps to
focus your prospects on your messaging and delivers increased sales. We help by basing your
messaging on the universal “rule-of-threes” format, increasing the comprehension of your documentation.

In the information technology marketplace a lack of specific industry certifications
can preclude you from bidding on contracts or tenders. By documenting your
industry accreditations and certifications, your investments in training and core
skills will yield better rewards.
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